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eCMS v.4.2 Cloud Construction 
ERP Software
eCMS v.4.2 Drives Efficiency, Maximizes Productivity and Accelerates Growth

I
n an increasingly competitive construction market, commercial 
contractors are accelerating adoption of technologies designed to grow 
market share, differentiate project delivery and “future-proof” businesses 
for what lies ahead. To achieve these objectives, commercial contractors 
are partnering with Computer Guidance Corporation (CGC), the 
construction industry’s leader in cloud computing, business automation 

and data analytics, to digitally transform their businesses. 
Data is the lifeblood of business and the centerpiece of digital 

transformation. CGC’s cloud-based eCMS v.4.2 enables contractors to 
cost-effectively acquire the powerful computational resources required 
to collect and transform data into real-time contextual relevancy. 
The high availability and scalability of eCMS v.4.2 eliminates 
the maintenance costs associated with traditional ERPs, allowing 
contractors to focus on core business activities, meaning more projects 
delivered on time and under budget. 

Becoming a data-driven organization is imperative in today’s high-
paced world and essential to delivering projects on time for highly 
demanding customers. With eCMS every touchpoint, every click, every 
interaction is streamlined, resulting in maximum efficiency. Users from 
the field to the office become empowered through an intuitive user 
experience that turns them into highly informed, proactive decision-
makers. That’s the digital difference delivered through eCMS enterprise-
class construction management software for commercial contractors.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
• CGC’s cloud-based eCMS v.4.2 
   meets contractors’ unique needs and 
   goals regardless of company or project 
   size, scope and complexity

• Digital content, data and workflow 
   transformation

• Construction-specific application suite

• Unparalleled BI and analytics

• Reliability, scalability and flexibility

• Single platform—office and field

Users from the field to 
the office become empowered 
through an intuitive user 
experience that turns them 
into highly informed, proactive 
decision-makers.


